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Overview of Generation Z

Generation Z (referred to as Gen Z) is the next demographic

group after the Millennials generation and before Generation

Alpha. Researchers and popular media view the mid to late

1990s as the birth years of the beginning and the early 2010s

as the final years of birth. Most members of Generation Z

have used digital technology since childhood and are

comfortable with the Internet and social media, but not

necessarily with digital proficiency. Most of the members of

Generation Z are children of Generation X people.

Generation Z is the largest generation ever, accounting for

nearly 32% of the world's population – equivalent to 2.6

billion of them globally as stated by the United Nation Report

in 2019. According to the Barclays report, by 2020

Generation Z will be the largest consumer group globally.

They will account for 40% of consumers in the United States,

Europe and the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and

China) and the rest of the world 10%. In addition, Gen Z will

make up 27% of the workforce by 2025 globally.

Generation Z Behaviour

Based on a recent survey from McKinsey and Box1824, a

research agency specialising in consumer trends has outline

the 4 core Generation Z behaviour traits.

1. Value individual expression and avoid labels

The key point for Gen Z population is to experiment different

ways of being themselves individually and shape their

identities over time rather than defining themselves through

a certain stereotype.

2. Mobilize themselves for a variety of reasons

Gen Z continually flow between communities that promote

their causes by exploiting the high level of mobilization

technology make possible. Hence, they value online

communities and don’t distinguish between friends they

meet online and friends in the physical world.

3. Believe profoundly in the efficacy of dialogue

Gen Z’s belief in dialogue combines a high value for

individual identity, the rejection of stereotypes, and a

considerable degree of pragmatism.

4. Make decisions and relate to institutions in a highly
analytical and pragmatic way

Due to the vast amounts of information that Gen Z
population are expose at, they are more pragmatic and
analytic about their decisions as compared to the previous
generations. Also, this generation are self-learners and
more comfortable absorbing online knowledge than
tradition institutions of learning.

Generation of Influencers

Even though a majority of Gen Z population have limited
purchasing power, they still significantly influence over their
family purchases. This is due to the digital knowledge of
Gen Z often exceeds that of older members of their
household. Additionally, they can influence family
members’ paths to purchase: from product assessments, to
buying methods. This influence further applies to the
purchases of food and beverages and furniture as shown in
the diagram below.

“Gen Z, tweens/teens carry significant influence on
household purchases than previous generations. Ninety-
three percent say their children have at least some
influences on their family’s spending and household
purchases.”

- Deep Focus press release

Gen Z (Generation Z) is a new generation that is changing
the world because their diversity, proficiency in
technology, and their conservative attitude toward money
have profound economic and social implications.
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Generation Z Spending Habit

A major difference between Gen Z and other generation is
that they do not believe in advertisement. When ads pop
up, Gen Z around the globe consistently ignore them in no
more than 8 seconds, which is 3 seconds faster than the
older generation of consumers. A percentage of 63% of Gen
Z population have installed an ad blocker app on their
smartphone or computer since they think that online
advertising is interrupting every time. Thus, brands that rely
solely on paid advertising will not be able to attract this
discerning consumer group, hence need a longer strategic
vision towards convenience, personalization and privacy.

Gen Z is also extremely concerned with prices, promotions,
and rely toward online reviews. Around 65% of this
generation searches for product reviews online before
buying. Specifically, 90% use YouTube and 75% use
Instagram to find the best product purchase options and
reviews. In addition, 63% refer to shopping suggestions
from friends and family members.

According to research from Uniquely Generation Z, this
group, typically those consumers under the age of 23, are
not afraid to spend money and have spending power of $44
billion a year. From the diagram below, Gen Z's average
online spend per transaction is $ 58.30 which is the second
lowest as compared to the older generations.

Source: Epsilon

Gen Z isn't just shopping online. They love to shop at the
stores, especially when it comes to clothing, shoes and
makeup. Nevertheless, with the mastery of information
online, Gen Z is acutely aware of transactions and prices.
Growing up in the online world, Generation Z has a huge
advantage over previous generations, which is the ability to
capture information. This generation pays a lot of attention
to comments on the Internet, so ranking high in search and
rating is part of Gen Z's impact on purchases.

With that in mind, when shopping in stores, Gen Z expects
employees at retail stores to be more engaged with them.
According to a Euclid study, 66% of Gen Z still prefer to shop
at the store because they like to see, hold, and try a product
before they buy it, and 28% of Gen Z shoppers want to
engage with store employees. when shopping. Therefore,
to conquer Gen Z, retailers must be sensitive to both in-
store shopping and online shopping. Some of Gen Z's
favourite and successful retailers include Urban Outfitters,
UGG, GameStop, The North Face, Sunglass Hut, American
Eagle, Forever 21, and H&M.

A trait of Gen Z with gender-related shoppers. Gen Z boys
typically spend more on products, while Gen Z girls spend
more on experience.

Recent cases of COVID-19 and Generation Z

Many experts assess that the generation that feels clearly
about the consequences of the economic downturn is Gen Z
- the generation with students about to graduate this year.

As noted by Business Insider, some first-generation Gen Z

people missed out on job interviews, having their

internships cancelled after the "social isolation" policy was

enacted.

At present, it is not known how the full consequences of
the Covid-19 pandemic on the labour market are still
known, but the reality shows that many people have fallen
into unemployment. For those who are lucky enough to
keep a job, they have seen a shift of everything - work,
teaching and internship to the online form, and this brings
both advantages and challenges.

On the plus side, teleworking allows companies to be
more flexible in hiring, providing opportunities for those
unable to relocate to major cities, and for those who are
already on the edge of the market. labor. Business Insider
notes that many companies are starting to realize that
employees can get work done even without going to the
office. And so the "social isolation" situation has the
potential to create 15 million jobs over the next decade.

A generation that suffers more

Taylor Nicole Rogers - Business Insider correspondent
notes that Generation Z is witnessing an uneven impact,
compared with other generations when the pandemic
broke out.

According to the survey, at least 30% of workers in Gen Z
are subject to layoffs. Meanwhile, the rate of influence
with previous generation workers - from 35 to 54 years old
is only 13%.

Young people who lose their jobs are often workers in
retail or hospitality - industries that have been hit too hard
by the epidemic. Hundreds, even thousands of
restaurants, hotels, shops, cafes ,... in the United States
have closed after the government ordered "social
isolation" and ordered unnecessary "services” to stop
working.

A study from Stanford University in April 2019 found that
students who graduate and start their careers after the
recession face high unemployment, low starting wages,
and promotion opportunities stalled. Their rate of "getting
rich" will slow down, at least from 10-15 years.

Writer’s Opinions

Gen Z - A generation that needs to be understood

Gen Z is a completely different generation, from the way
they see things to the use technology ,to step out into the
world. Whether it may be just a 6-year-old boy curious to
discover everything around or already an 18-year-old boy
backpacking around five continents, we still believe, these
are the people who are capable of controlling the world
with a smartphone in hand.

Gen Z is a generation of citizens whose smartphones and
social networks are two indispensable tools. Just looking at
how Gen Z uses proficient applications such as Twitter,
Snapchat, Facebook or Instagram to share emotions on
social networks. In a generation where everything is easy
to get but not easily dissipated, Gen Z has shown its
potential power, which is the ability to master and change.
No one else, Gen Z is the generation that owns the future,
is the trendsetter and no longer follows or catches the
trend. It is also Gen Z who will help parents and those
around them change their perspective of the world in a
more interesting and new direction.
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Any names of financial assets listed during the sessions are for educational purposes only. It is not an offer to solicit
any buying or selling of shares. Any recommended trades or investment undertaken will be of your own responsibility
and will have nothing to do with SIM Group, SIM-INC, or any of the members from the Market Research Department.
We are not a licensed trader or remisier and are therefore not allowed to make any buy or sell calls in relation to and
financial asset. If you wish to invest or trade, please consult your licensed remisier or broker. Any names of companies
listed here are not an advertorial of the group’s products or services and solely for educational purposes only.
Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice, as are statements
of financial market trends, which are based on current market conditions. We believe the information provided here is
reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for
the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The views and strategies described may not be suitable for all
investors. This material has been prepared for informational purposes only, and is not intended to provide, and should
not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice. References to future returns are not promises or even estimates
of actual returns a client portfolio may achieve. Any forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes only and
are not to be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation.
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